We investigate a densely packed, non-random arrangement of forty-six chromosomes (46,XY) in human nuclei. Here, we model systems-level chromosomal crosstalk by unifying intrinsic parameters (chromosomal length and number of genes) across all pairs of chromosomes in the genome to derive an extrinsic parameter called effective gene density. The hierarchical clustering and underlying degeneracy in the effective gene density space reveal systems-level constraints for spatial arrangement of clusters of chromosomes that were previously unknown. Our findings corroborate experimental data on spatial chromosomal arrangement in human nuclei, from fibroblast and lymphocyte cell lines, thereby establishing that human genome constrains chromosomal arrangement. We propose that this unified theory, which requires no additional experimental input, may be extended to other eukaryotic species, with annotated genomes, to infer their constrained self-organized spatial arrangement of chromosomes.
INTRODUCTION
The human nucleus is a densely packed many-body system with forty-six chromosomes, each of which are manifest as individual physical units called chromosome territories (CTs) [1] , during interphase stage of its cell cycle. Qualitative and quantitative microscopy data have revealed a characteristic, radially arranged pattern (reviewed in [1] [2] [3] ) of CTs in human nuclei ( [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , and corroborated at our laboratory using high volume data [10] ), and in other species, particularly higher eukaryotes (reviewed in [11] ). CTs are spatially and tem- and vice versa (reviewed in [12] [13] [14] ). For example, it has been recently established in our laboratory, using human dermal fibroblast cells, that some CTs undergo statistically significant displacement (relocate from their original to a new position in the nucleus) after controlled induction of DNA double strand breaks by cisplatin (DNA damaging agent) treatment [8] . A significant population of cells showed that chr17 and chr19 relocated from the interior of the nucleus to the periphery, while chr12 and chr15 were displaced in an opposite sense (from the periphery toward the interior). At the population-level, statistically insignificant displacement was also recorded for chr20 that is largely located at the interior. Original CT arrangement was restored upon washing off cisplatin from the treated cells following DNA repair [8] . Independent studies have reported that DNA double strand breaks lead to instances of chromosomal translocations specifically among closely located chromosomes in cancers and other genetic instability disorders ( [15] and reviewed in [16] ).
Therefore, spatial non-random arrangement of chromosomes within the nucleus directly influences not only the chromosomal functions (genetic and epigenetic) but also their translocation propensities [16] . As CT arrangement significantly differs in tumor versus normal cells [17] , it is critical to unravel the physical basis of the same.
To understand the physical basis of the densely packed non-random arrangement of all CTs in a confined 3D nucleus, traditional microscopy based methods are complemented with in silico approaches using polymer-based models (representative models reviewed in [18] [19] [20] [21] ). Interestingly, microscopy based studies of normal cells have confirmed that CTs do not spontaneously form knots, entangled within or across each other, and therefore it was suggested that their topology dictates such a segregated spatial arrangement [22, 23] . Subsequently, it has been demonstrated that topological constraints govern discrete territorial clustering, because polymers without excluded volume and negligible intermingling have also revealed a radial-like clustering [24, 25] . Additionally, it has been suggested that individual chromosomal activity derived from their intrinsic parameters (total number of genes, chromosome length and average gene density) govern radial arrangement [26] . Interestingly, polymerbased models have used fixed parameters representing coding gene densities and / or chromosomal lengths [22, [26] [27] [28] [29] , implying that the protein-coding genome may also constrain spatial CT arrangement. However, we lack a mathematical model that can address the couplings among intrinsic parameters, which pertain to individual chromosomes, to reveal a systemslevel crosstalk, which is the focus of the current study. Additionally, the role of this systemslevel crosstalk in the context of self-organized spatial arrangement of CTs is revealed.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Eukaryotic genomes encode the necessary blueprint for critical functions such as DNA replication, damage repair, transcription and RNA processing. Since the first completely sequenced human genome was made available for scientific research [30, 31] , the traditional schematic of our genome is represented as a linear array of sequenced genetic information, with twenty-four CTs in sequential order (chr1, chr2, .. , chr21, chr22, chrX, and chrY). Here, we reveal that eukaryotic genomic information can also be represented as a matrix in abstract vector space, an abstract construct that can mathematically describe extrinsic genomic couplings among the constituent CTs. Our model reveals an overall unique non-random hierarchical arrangement among CTs, which arises along with permissible degeneracy (ambiguity due to permutations as in statistical physics). Using systems biology, we identify the physical principles that help constrain these CT arrangements in a normal human nucleus with forty-six chromosomes (46, XY).
Unification within human genome -a systems biology approach. For brevity, we denote human genome's N different CTs (chr1, chr2, .. , chr21, chr22, chrX and chrY) as C j (where
. The gene density of j th CT (C j ) is represented by d j by the scalar equation n j = d j L j , where n j is the total number of genes (that includes protein-coding and noncoding genes) and L j is the length of C j . As n j is specified independent of L k even if C k is the nearest neighbor of C j , n j is directly proportional to L j , and constant of proportionality is the coupling constant d j . Therefore, equations involving all intrinsic chromosomal couplings may be represented as n j = 
labeled by the intrinsic parameters: total gene count per chromosome (n) and its length (L) in megabase pair (Mbp) and a subscript j for referencing CT j. A systems-level formalism in a N dimensional vector space using a N × N in vitro coupling matrix is presented as a matrix equa-tion:
such that the intrinsic gene density 
We hypothesize that the systems-level coupling among CTs is commutative and associative, such that it may be represented by a matrix K, which is real, symmetric Hermitian matrix.
For a minimalistic approach, we hypothesize that the effective gene density is due to nearestneighbor inter-CT coupling of C j with C k , and thus we approximate the original generic coupling matrixK in Equation 2 withΣ:
Next, we propose that extrinsic gene density of the system may be derived using its intrinsic chromosomal parameters: number of genes (n j ), chromosomal length (L j ), gene density (d j ), and
L j > 0, and where δ jk is the Kronecker delta function. To explicitly reveal the inter-CT "mixing" (which we refer to as biological crosstalk),
we representD in the in vivo vector space, which is defined by in vivo basis vectors. This deconstruction is obtained, using the Spectral Theorem, as a symmetric N × N matrixΣ (from
Here, the j row and k column element of
an ordered CT pair of C j and C k , denoted C jk , we derive σ jk , the ( j, k) element of the effective gene density matrix (Σ) as (Materials and Methods): 8). Using PCGC, we wanted to determine if neighborhood CT effects could be used to delineate spatial CT arrangements. Hence, we sought to identify patterns of effective gene density among CTs, the spatial positions of which were already known from high volume microscopy study performed at our laboratory using dermal fibroblast nuclei [8] . Therefore, we computed π jk versus L jk (effective length) for cases when C j and C k were both exclusive to (i) the nuclear interior, (ii) the periphery, and (iii) spatially intermediate to (i) and (ii). Such a scatter-plot of π jk versus L jk (Fig. 1C) 1B, and in Fig. 2 . We denote Group A with chr11, chr16, chr17, chr19, chr20, chr22 and Group B with the remaining 18 CTs (Fig. 2) .
If we consider a hypothetical pruning of chr19 ( Fig. 2A) , or it may as well be entirely distant from it ( Fig. 2B and 2C) . Thirdly, and most importantly, the "orphan" nature of chrY (for example, with no homologous partner for crossing over, and its functional specialization for spermatogenesis) is also evident from our systemslevel effective gene density hierarchy analyses. can also be argued that near-neighbor effects will give rise to different CT representations for chr21 in effective gene density space, the outcome of which can give rise to contrasting spatial positions (interior versus periphery) in fibroblasts and lymphocytes (Fig 2) .
As chr11 is consigned to a more spatial interior in certain CT "constellation" (Fig. 2A) , we extend the rational for its degenerate spatial location by positioning it with chr1 and chr14 as intermediate to peripheral (Fig. 2B) . For example, chr11 in the vicinity of chr1 or chr14 ( Gene database [37] and Mapviewer portal (release 107) for human genome [37] .
Extrinsic parameters and systems-level effective gene density. We hypothesize that for each nearest-neighbor CT pair C jk , the effective gene count (n jk ) or paired chromosome's gene count (PCGC) is coupled to an effective length L jk via an effective gene density (σ jk ) as:
We define the dimensionless PCGC parameter n jk as the harmonic mean of annotated genes in C jk . The harmonic mean (as opposed to geometric mean or arithmetic mean) is the best representation for number of genes per unit length, as it gives lower weightage to very high values, when n j and n k are markedly dissimilar for given C jk . Therefore:
and similarly, to best represent diverse lengths, we define L jk as the harmonic mean of L j and
On representing d jk as harmonic mean of intrin-sic gene densities:
and using Equations 6 -9, we derive effective gene density as 
The scatter plot of π jk (normalized PCGC) versus effective length suggested hierarchy and degeneracy of effective gene density (Fig. 1C) . 
